Put a 1 and 2 on either side of a coin.
Toss the coin - move your counter on by 1 or 2.
Count on jumps mentally e.g. ‘8,9.’

_The winner is the first person to 10!_
Count On: Race to 15

Put a 1 and 2 on either side of a coin.
Toss the coin - move your counter on by 1 or 2.
Count on jumps mentally e.g. ‘8, 9.’

The winner is the first person to 15!
Count On: Race to 20

Put a 1 and 2 on either side of a coin or use a 1-3 spinner/dice.
On your turn move your counter on by 1, 2 or 3.
Count on jumps mentally e.g. ‘8,9.’

The winner is the first person to 20!